Hello! Here's your cheat-sheet to get your started with your first zofu-tofu creation.
These instructions take you through the process step-by-step, to make it super easy and
straightforward. As you get more experienced, you will develop your own style and signature.
Let us know how you get on! @zero_waste_tofu
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Measure out 500 grams dry soybeans. This is the maximum amount

Soak your beans for 8 hours, or overnight. For 500

the zofu can handle folks - but beware: it makes a mammoth block of

grams dry beans, use 3.5 litres water. Basically you

tofu. For a dinner for two, you only need about 200-250 grams

want the ratio to be: 1 gram dry soybeans : 7

depending on how hungry you are. Thanks to the tall & narrow zofu

millilitres water. Get out those calculators if you're

design, you can still make a chunky block of tofu with a smaller
amount of beans.
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mathematically challenged like I am.
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Take a moment the next day to admire your soaked

Now bring those bad boys to the boil for about 30

beans. Look how big they got! Aren't plants just

mins. Worth investing in a soy milk maker if you

awesome?!

want to cut the labour time. Majorly important point
- keep the same water you soaked them in. this is
crucial for the curdling process!

Woohoo! Keep going.
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After blending the cooked beans in a suitable device

Take a moment to admire the leftover okara. Once

(we use a blender, funnily enough), sieve the milk from

it's cooled you can bung it in the muslin cloth and

the okara (soy pulp). For super smooth tofu, filter once

squeeze out every last drop of soy milk. Still packed

again through the muslin cloth.

with nutrients, okara makes a great falafel, humous,
or bulk to lentil burgers.
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Add the juice of one lemon to the soy milk while

Now it's time to prepare your zofu and muslin

it's still hot. Now you will see it begin to curdle.

cloth. Put it on a draining rack, so the water

Gross! But amazing. Leave it until you see some

drains into the sink rather than all over your

really lumpy chunky lumps start to form.

kitchen.

Almost there!
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Carefully pour the curdled milk into the zofu.

Time to press! Wrap it up as shown. Apply weight

You may need to wait for some water to drain

with a heavy tin or jar, and leave for a minimum of

out the bottom before you can add it all -

30 mins. The longer you leave it, the firmer your

particularly if you're using the massive 500 grams

tofu will become. If only the same applied to our

of beans.

bottoms.
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Now for the defining moment! Carefully lift the

Goodness me that's a massive block of tofu, weighing

zofu off the tofu, and peel off the muslin cloth to

in at 840 grams. It's ready now for eating, frying,

reveal your creation.

grilling, or whatever you wish! Enjoy & don't forget
to share your creation with us @zero_waste_tofu

